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Firestick say request was denied for security

Edit Share The Sims Bustin' Out (console) runs through the PS2 cover of The Sims Bustin' Out PS2. Unlike conventional The Sims games, a target system is used in The Sims Bustin' Out, titled Bust Out Mode, which replaces the get a life mode of the console version of the first The Sims game. Like Get a Life mode,
completing different objectives while playing unlock different items in the buying area of free play mode. All the goals and details of how to complete them are below. The reward for completing the goal is also described. Prelude[edit | edit source] Remodeled Club Rubb[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source]
Description: A remodeled version of Club Rubb. Career promotions available: None. Objects taken away by Malcolm Landgraab: None. Special Information: You may not interact with objects or other Sims here (Candy/Peter only) and you will no longer visit this place throughout the game. Goals:[edit | edit source] Kiss
Candy Frutti/Peter Tutti: Candy of Peter. (based on the gender of your Sim) from Free Street, your Sim appears to kiss. The sooner you kiss them, the sooner this stage will end. You always choose not to kiss them, but you just waste your time, because the stage in this case will end much slower. Then Mom appears in a
mystical purple smoke and wakes up your Sim. Reward: None. First Stage[edit | edit source] Mom's House[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: Mom. (Uncontrollable). Description: A farm, away from the city. Career promotions available: None. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: Your
Super Scooter. Special information: Your hygiene, social, energy and comfort motives will not fall under the middle here. And this place is the perfect place to build your skills. Goals:[edit | edit source] Press the shoulder button for Double Speed: Just press the corresponding shoulder button. Reward: §50. Eat enough
food to fill your stomach: Wait for Mom to cook a meal, and then start eating until your hunger motive is full. Reward: §50. Use a toilet to empty your bladder: After eating the meal as described in the second purpose, use the toilet in the bathroom. Reward: The Maid service. Do fun things to raise your fun level: Wait until
Mom turns on the radio and dances with her, or watches TV. Reward: §50. Use the newspaper to find a job: Select the Find a job interaction in the newspaper and choose a career to begin with. You will be rewarded with the Super Scooter. Use it to go to your respective home. Movie Star, Fashion Victim and Counter
Culture goes to Mimi's Place, while Mad Scientist (career), Gangster, Paramilitary and Jock go to Dudley's Goes. Reward: Super Scooter. Second phase[edit | edit source] Mimi's Place[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Occupants: Mimi Landgraab. (Uncontrollable). Making friends with Mimi will you use the
Brag about Money interaction. Description: A small pink house with girlish flavors. Career promotions available: Promotions 2&amp;3 in Movie Star, Fashion Victim, Counter Culture Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Gourmet Stove and the SlushRush Bar. Special Information: At your first promotion here
you get the Imposter Type-S. Also for a future purpose, it is strongly recommended that you take the light away from the bookshelf to reach the corner. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Kiddie Show Sidekick in the Movie Star Career: Get promoted. Reward: Gossip. Go to Stunt Double in the Movie Star Career: Get
promoted. Reward: Exoticalistism Floor Lamp. Go to Lingerie Model in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: SlushRush Bar. Get to Body Waxer in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: VenuSpice. Go to Folder Distributor in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Gourmet Stove.
Go to Baket Weaver in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Confucius Wall Lamp. Communicate with other Sims to meet your social needs: Just talk to Mimi or someone else. Reward: §50. Get to know Mimi better: Go to relationship level 35 with Mimi. Reward: Use Sign Language. Have a skill point in
cooking: Just a skill point in cooking, if you haven't already. Reward: §200. Invite Mommy to your new place: just go over the phone and invite Mom. Reward: Give money. Visit Dudley's Trailer and use SIGN LANGUAGE on him: After you complete Goal 8, go to Dudley's Trailer and use Sign Language on him. Reward:
Skull Bush. Fix All Broken Things: You need 3 skill points in mechanical to do this. After you've earned them, go ahead and make the coffee machine. Reward: The Repairman. Dudley's Trailer[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: Dudley Landgraab. (Uncontrollable). Making friends with Dudley
unlocks the Burp interaction in face. Description: A dirty trailer in the desert. Career promotions available: Promotions 2&amp;3 in Mad Scientist, Gangster, Paramilitary, Jock. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Hellagraphix and the Air Hockey Table. Special information: At your first promotion here you get
the Dude Buggy. Goals:[edit | source editing] Get to Potion Tester in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Wall torch. Go to Pyro in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Experimental lamp. Go to Shoplifter in the gangster career: get promoted. Reward: Secret door. Go to Burglar in the gangster
career: get promoted. Reward: Serenade. Go to Boot Polisher in the Paramilitary Career: Get Promoted. Reward: HellaGraphix Console. Go to Drill Instructor in the Paramilitary Career: Promoted. Reward: Up-Light. Go to Ball Collector in the Jock Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Air Hockey Table. Go to Rookie in the
Jock Career: Get promoted. Reward: Character. Communicate with other Sims to meet your social needs: Just talk to Dudley or someone else. Reward: §50. Meet Dudley better: Go to relationship level 35 with Dudley. Reward: Pull my finger. Have a skill point in cooking: Just a skill point in cooking, if you haven't already.
Reward: §200. Invite Mommy to your new place: just go over the phone and invite Mom. Reward: Whine about House. Visit Mimi's Place and have her pull your finger: After you complete your goal 10, head to Mimi's Place and use the Pull my finger interaction on her. Cleaning up the mess: You do this yourself or hire a
maid. Reward: Toxic barrel. Third phase[edit | edit source] Goth Manor[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: Mortimer Goth and Bella Goth. (Mortimer is controlled by male sims while Bella is controlled by female sims). Making friends will unlock Bella the Nag about friends interaction, and making
friends with Mortimer will unlock the Kiss Hand interaction. Description: A haunted old country house. Career promotions available: Promotions 4&amp;5 in Movie Star, Mad Scientist. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Seance Table and the Skeleton Display. Special Information: Every time the synthesizer
is played at night, a ghost appears, scaring your Sims and Bella and Mortimer. Use the séance table to prevent this (it's a goal too). Neither Bella nor Mortimer can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | source editing] Get to Horror Movie Extra in the Movie Star Career:
Get promoted. Reward: Synthesizer. Go to Soap Opera Star in the Movie Star Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Do Magic Trick. Go to Virus Breeder in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Incubator. Go to Chemist in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Commode. Make friends with Mortimer
or Bella: Reach relationship level 50 with one of these two. Reward: The sim's respective interaction (as described above). Control Another Sim by pressing the shoulder button: Really obvious. Just press the corresponding shoulder button. Reward: Tell story. Find the fern stolen from the Goths: Go to Dudley's Trailer.
Then go to the back and you'll see an old car. See the fern? Go steal it back! Reward: RGB Flashback. Buy §1,000 value of improvements for the Goths: Do what the goal says. Reward: Seance Table. Exorcise the spirits by holding a séance: You must first complete goal 8, and then do so. Bella or Mortimer are more
likely to do this correctly. Reward: Skeleton Display. Studio 8[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | source] Residents: Artie Fischl and Charity Grant. (Male sims can play Artie, Females with Charity). Making friends with Artie unlocks the Fake Out! interaction and making friends with Charity unlocks unlocks Tell Lies
Interaction. Description: A failed art studio. Career promotions available: Promotions 4&amp;5 in Fashion Victim, Counter Culture. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Pottery Wheel and the Artist's Block. Special information: Neither Artie nor Charity can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or
proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | source editing] Get to Fingernail Painter in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: Laser Lightshow. Go to Wig Designer in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: Air Kiss. Get to Flower Child in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Artist's Block
Get to Massage Therapist in the Counter Culture Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Love Lamp Make Friends With Artie of Charity: Reach relationship level 50 with one of these two. Reward: The sim's respective interaction (as described above). Control another Sim by pressing the shoulder button: just press the
corresponding shoulder button. Reward: Sissy Fight. Buy §1,000 value of improvements for the studio: Do what the goal says. Reward: Electric guitar. Have a great art opening by rearranging the art: First, make sure the gallery room can fill the room motif to the fullest. Then go make a meal and put it in a table in the
gallery, along with some kind of music (stereo, boombox, etc.). Throw a party. Every Sim has to go to the gallery to grab a board. When 5 Sims enter the gallery, any Sim will congratulate you and you'll have completed the goal. Reward: Pottery Wheel. Visit Mimi's Place and make sure Mimi is okay: Head to Mimi's Place.
You'll see she really made a mess of it. Go clean it up for her. Remember when you took that light out of the corner? If you didn't, hope the trash is not in the living room because you won't be able to complete this goal if so. Toane's Gym[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Occupants: Max Toane and Goldie
Toane. (Male sims play with Max, female sims with Goldie). Making friends with Goldie unlocks the Give Noogie interaction and making friends with Max unlocks the Bear Hug interaction. Description: A gym with no members at all. Career promotions available: Promotions 4&amp;5 in Gangster, Paramilitary, Jock.
Objects taken away by Malcolm Landgraab: The climbing wall and treadmill. Special information: There is no bedroom, so go to the empty room and add one. Neither Max nor Goldie can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Car Thief in the Gangster
Career: Get promoted. Reward: High Dive. Go to Mugger in the gangster career: promoted. Reward: Sonic Shower. Go to Paratrooper in the Paramilitary Career: Get promoted. Reward: Tone of muscles. Go to Chopper Pilot in the Paramilitary Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Miss Memo Sleep. Get to Starter in the Jock
Career: Get Reward: Climbing wall. Go to All-Star in the Jock Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Aeromaster Whifferpuff. Make friends with Max or Goldie: Reach relationship level 50 with either of these two. Reward: The SIM's respective interaction (as described above) Control Another Sim by pressing the shoulder
button: just press the corresponding shoulder button. Reward: Towel Snap. Go to Dudley's Trailer and PARTY!: When Dudley starts the party, get to relationship level 5 with everyone who shows up at the party (meaning becoming FRIENDS all 5, including Dudley. This can be easier by visiting the party, watching what
guests are coming, and moving into the home of those Sims and friends with them if not already done or visiting, then returning to the party). Reward: Maximoto Tsunami X-TEQ. Buy §1,000 value of gym improvements: Do what the goal says. Reward: Flush Force Toilet. Get four Sims to join Toane's Gym as members:
First, make 4 friends with anyone who excludes Max, Goldie, or your spouse, throw a party, and ask the question (but the gym must be coded). Reward: DJ Booth. Fourth phase[edit | edit source] Club Rubb[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: Bing Bling and Mona Lott. (Both controllable). Making
friends with Bing unlocks the Break Dance interaction, and making friends with Mona unlocks the Dirty Dance interaction. Description: A local dance club loses its business. Career promotions available: Promotions 6&amp;7 in Movie Star, Fashion Victim, Jock Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Dance
Floor and the Mini Bar Special Information: While it's a goal, don't get married here. You may not have the money and it's not the best place anyway. Neither Bing nor Mona can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | source editing] Go to Game Show Host in the Movie
Star Career: Get promoted. Reward: Booty Tease. Go to Sitcom Star in the Movie Star Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Moon Walk. Go to Hair Stylist in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: Admire body. Go to Makeup Artist in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: Slow Dance. Go to MVP in
the Jock Career: Get promoted. Reward: Tell Dirty Joke. Go to Super Star in the Jock Career: Get promoted. Reward: Wolf Whistle. Invite your lover: If you already have a lover, just invite them. Otherwise, make sure to reach relationship level 70 with romantic interactions with someone and invite them over. If you have
fallen in love with someone in the house, the goal will be completed immediately. Reward: More-Saic Bad. Getting married: This is a goal, but don't get married here. If you still want to get married though, invite your loved one over, them, kiss them, and pop the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Show some of your
Club Rubb moves in Studio 8: Befriend Bing Bing Learn Break Dance, visit studio 8 and use it at Artie or Charity. Buy §1,500 value of improvements for the club: Do what the goal says. Reward: Dance floor Discover what's going on in Toane's Gym: Head to Toane's Gym with Body Skill 5 or higher and perform 3 Triple
Flips during the High Dive and in a row. Throw in the ultimate DJ party: let your Sim 7 or higher have creative skill. Then full goal 10 and buy the dance floor. Throw a party and let your High-Creative Sim run, while Club Rubb staff invite the sims to dance with them. Casa Caliente[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit
source] Residents: Randy Hart and Paisley Rainbow. (Both controllable). Befriending Randy will unlock the French Kiss interaction and making friends with Paisley will unlock the Booty Spank interaction. Description: A love hut by the sea. Career promotions available: Promotions 6&amp;7 in Gangster, Counter Culture.
Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Vibrating Bed and the Love Tub. Special Information: Make sure to keep Randy away from one of your loved ones because he will kiss them automatically. This isn't the best place to get married, but it's not the worst. Neither Randy nor Paisley can be fired or demoted,
but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Body Guard in the Gangster Career: Get promoted. Reward: Force to Slap Self. Go to arsonist in the gangster career: get promoted. Reward: Love Tub. Go to Yoga Instructor in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward:
Trembling bed. Go to Transcendentalist in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Sli-Camp Tent. Invite your lover: If you already have a lover, just invite them. Otherwise, make sure to reach relationship level 70 with romantic interactions with someone and invite them over. If you have fallen in love with
someone in the house, the goal will be completed immediately. Reward: Tiki Torch. Getting married: Getting married here if you want, although it is not fully recommended. If you want to get married, invite your loved one over, feed them, kiss them, and pop the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Go to Studio 8 and help
with the outsider art: Go to Studio 8 and start painting as soon as you arrive. After you finish painting, the goal is completed. Reward: The 70's Window. Find a neighbor who knows about candelabras: First, complete goal 10. Then go to the Goth Manor and fall in love with Bella or Mortimer based on sex. Then use the
Kiss Romantically interaction on the one you fall in love with. Buy §1,500 value of improvements for Casa Caliente: Do as the goal says. Reward: Sham-Shag Bear Rug. Score with 2 Sims at the same party: Fall in love with two Sims. Then try with both in different score. If you are a spouse, this can be made much
easier. Shiny Things Labs[edit | edit Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: Vaughn Braun and Makino Nada. (Both controllable). Befriended Vaughn will unlock the Coo Coo! Interacting and making friends with Makino will unlock the Whine and Complain interaction. Description: A huge lab, home to technological
quirks. Career promotions available: Promotions 6&amp;7 in Mad Scientist, Paramilitary. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Tesla Coil and the Telescope. Special information: This house is almost perfect for your Sim and almost nothing needs to be bought. It's also a good place to get married. Neither
Vaughn nor Makino can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Vivisectionist in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Tesla Coil. Go to Gene Splicer in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: SuperLuminoltetra Lamp. Go to Covert
Ops in the Paramilitary Career: Get promoted. Reward: Telescope. Go to secret agent in the paramilitary career: get promoted. Reward: Radar Dish. Invite your lover: If you already have a lover, just invite them. Otherwise, make sure to reach relationship level 70 with romantic interactions with someone and invite them
over. If you have fallen in love with someone in the house, the goal will be completed immediately. Reward: Bird of paradise. Getting married: It is highly recommended to get married here. If you want to get married, invite your loved one over, feed them, kiss them, and pop the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. 'Go to
Studio 8 and change your mind about scientists: Complete goal 10. Then visit Studio 8 and hypnotize Artie of Charity. Reward: Pathmatic Door. Find out where the infected tracks come from: Go to the Goth Manor and steal their fern. Reward: Giant Fern. Buy §1,500 value of improvements for the lab: Do what the goal
says. Reward: Invention Workshop. Show off rocket gnomes at a launch party: Get 10 skill points in Mechanical. Then make 5 Launch Rocket Gnomes in the Invention Workshop. Take them to the sand from the lab. After you've de-ed a party, you start them all in a row. Fifth Stage[edit | edit source] Tinsel Bluffs[edit | edit
source] Information:[edit | edit source] Occupants: Humphrey Hawks and Fanny Adore. (Both controllable). Befriending Humphrey will unlock the Imitate interaction and making friends with Fanny will unlock the Smooth Talk interaction. Description: A film studio with an excellent view of SimValley. Career promotions
available: Promotions 8&amp;9 in Movie Star, Fashion Victim, Jock. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Microphone and the Huge TV. Special information: This place can be even better than Malcolm's Mansion! It's an excellent place to get married have children here. Neither Humphrey nor Fanny can be
fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or Marriage. Fanny can't be killed. Goals:[edit | source edit] Get to Sex Symbol in the Movie Star Career: Get promoted. Reward: Microphone. Go to Director in the Movie Star Career: Get promoted. Reward: Manila 1000 Aquarium. Go to Runway Model in the Fashion Victim
Career: Get promoted. Reward: Garden spotlight. Go to Centerfold in the Fashion Victim Career: Get promoted. Reward: Fontis Publicus Sink. Go to Head Coach in the Jock Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Huge TV. Go to Hall of Famer in the Jock Career: Get promoted. Reward: Autocrat. Getting married: It is highly
recommended to get married here. If you want to get married, invite your loved one over, feed them, kiss them, and pop the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Raise a Baby to a Child: OK, to achieve this goal, start kissing your spouse, doing romantic interactions with them, etc. Then a question must appear about the
will of having a baby. If the couple is same sex, wait for a phone call asking you if you want to take a seat. Then take care of the child. To do that, stay close to the child, and when it cries, enter the following order Feed, Sing, Feed, Sing, because Play only increases your Fun motif and it doesn't do much. In 3 simulated
days, the baby will be a child. Tinsel Bluffs is a good place to do that. Reward: SchellMeister. Muscle muscle in the gym: Visit Toane's Gym and then attack Max or Goldie. Even if you lose, the goal will be completed. Reward: Colossicus Pool. Find a good sci-fi movie script: Go to Shiny Things Labs, and go to the Think
Tank (the one with a brain in it). Select Steal Script. You have to be in a good mood to do that. Reward: Cypress Tree. Find out where to score a red pool table: Go to Club Rubb and go to the Fun Room. Start by using the pool table and let Bing join you. You have to have a higher body skill than him to win. Reward:
Overlord Pool Table. Buy §2,000 value of improvements for the house: Do what the goal says. Reward: Constructed table. Get Malcolm to Put You In His Big Movie: There Are Plenty of Ways to Do It. The first is to throw a party, get in a bad mood and attack Malcolm. You should get the part. The second way is to
befriend Malcolm and then throw a party. Serve 2 meals and let Malcolm use the bathroom. Then make sure Humphrey and Fanny have high creativity skills. As a + sign appers about Malcolm, ask him for the role. As a - character appears over everyone, do not do and repeat the process, but this time with a higher
creativity skill. This way is frustrating. The third way is much simpler. Fall in love with Malcolm, then throw a party and ask him for a role. if you're a husband, don't. Reward: §5,000. The Octagon[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Residents: General Payne and Maxine Powers. (Both controllable). Friendly
general will unlock the the out of it! Interacting and making friends with Maxine will unlock the Karate Chop interaction. Description: An octagonal military base. Career promotions available: Promotions 8&amp;9 in Mad Scientist, Paramilitary. Objects Taken Away by Malcolm Landgraab: The Motion Detector and Miss
Gyrotic. Special information: This place is bad both for marriage and raising a baby. Neither General nor Maxine can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Robotician in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: Miss Gyrotic. Go to Space Time



Tinkerer in the Mad Scientist Career: Get promoted. Reward: RiteLife. Go to Code Breaker in the Paramilitary Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Flip. Go to Intelligence Director in the Paramilitary Career: Get promoted. Reward: Motion detector. Getting married: Don't get married here. If you still want to get married,
however, invite your loved one over, feed them, kiss them, and pop the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Raise a Baby to a Child: OK, to achieve this goal, start kissing your spouse, doing romantic interactions with them, etc. Then a question must appear about the will of having a baby. If the couple is same sex, wait
for a phone call asking you if you want to take a seat. Then take care of the child. To do that, stay close to the child, and when it cries, enter the following order Feed, Sing, Sing, because Play only increases your Fun motif. In 3 simulated days, the baby will be a child. Don't do this at The Octagon, seriously, unless you
want to kill your Sims. Reward: SchellMeister. Mission: Info Collect- Find and shut down the hackers: You might remember that if you tried to improve the computers, you would never be able to remove any of them. Now, go steal one of these computers in Shiny Things Lab. Mission: Find and suppress- Anti-war
protesters: You must first complete goal 6. Go to Club Rubb and wait for Mona or Bing to throw a party. Attack Mona and Bing. You have to beat them both to win. Mission: Search and Destroy- Bio-weopons: Go to the Goth Manor. In the small lab at the back of the house, there's an incubator. Go ahead and trash it. Buy
§2,000 worth of improvements for the Octagon: Do what the goal says. Reward: Antlantean Column. Mission: Classified- Eliminate Senator Landgrabb: There are plenty of ways to do this. The first is to put Malcolm in a room with no doors or windows. The second way is to buy Miss Gyrotic, and while Malcolm's over,
program her for The Defense. This will cause one of Malcolm's Motives to empty, which is the real purpose. And the third is that you ignored the previous warning and had a baby. It starts crying, then puts it in the same room with Malcolm. Pixel Acres[edit | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Occupants: Chase
Skurtz and Ying Yangst. (Both (Both Befriending Chase unlocks the Tell Secrets interaction and making friends with Ying will unlock the Feather Tickle interaction. Description: The local nudists camp on the mountain. Career promotions available: Promotions 8&amp;9 in Gangster, Counter Culture. Objects Taken Away
by Malcolm Landgraab: The Tetherball, table tennis and hotspring. Special information: A good place to get married, but don't have children here. Neither Chase nor Ying can be fired or demoted, but they cannot be promoted or proposed to marriage. Goals:[edit | edit source] Get to Extort in the Gangster Career: Get
promoted. Reward: Ping-Pong Table. Go to Hit Man in the Gangster Career: Get Promoted. Reward: Stone Grill. Get to Love Guru in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Tetherball. Go to Psychic Activist in the Counter Culture Career: Get promoted. Reward: Banyard Taunt. Getting married: Getting
married here if you want. Invite your loved one, feed them, kiss them and ask the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Raise a Baby to a Child: OK, to achieve this goal, start kissing your spouse, doing romantic interactions with them, etc. Then a question must appear about the will of having a baby. If the couple is same
sex, wait for a phone call asking you if you want to take a seat. Then take care of the child. To do that, stay close to the child, and when it cries, enter the following order Feed, Sing, Sing, because Play only increases your Fun motif. In 3 simulated days, the baby will be a child. Don't do this here, nudists will scare the
baby. Reward: SchellMeister. Seduce someone at Casa Caliente: In love with randy or Paisley. Then go to Casa Caliente and relax at the Bear Rug. Then invite your loved one to join you, and wait for them to kiss you. Reward: Varmenkozze Fireplace. Find someone interested in Chase's secret formula: First, befriend
Chase, and then go to Shiny Things Labs. Use Tell Secrets on Vaughn or Makino. Find out what ghost problem the Goth's have: Go to the Goth Manor and start playing the Synthesizer with Creativity Skill Level 10. This also unlocks the Pixel Booty Song, which makes target 11 much easier. Reward: Stump Chair, Pixel
Booty Song. Buy §2,000 in improvements for Pixel Acres: Do as the goal says. Reward: Hot Spring FRAME Malcolm and get him busted for indecent exposure: There are two ways to do this. Befriend Malcolm, get him in a good mood, have some nudists free around, throw a party and use Ask to get FREE on him. Too
complicated? The second way is to buy a synthsizer and play your maxed-Creativity Sim strat. Malcolm gets naked. Reward: §5,000. Sixth stage[edit | edit source] Malcolm's | edit source] Information:[edit | edit source] Occupants: Malcolm Landgraab. (Uncontrollable). Description: A huge and and Mansion. Career
promotions available: Promotions 10 in Movie Star, Mad Scientist, Gangster, Fashion Victim, Paramilitary, Counter Culture, Jock. Objects taken away by Malcolm Landgraab: None. Special information: Malcolm doesn't really live there, and when you first move in, Mom will use SIGN LANGUAGE on Malcolm, and then
she'll start slapping him. Then she will chase him down the street and Malcolm will disappear, leaving you with his mansion. This is an excellent place both for getting married and having a child. After you've finished every career, you can enjoy Malcolm Movies, the funniest things in the game! And when you finish them
all, you can enjoy all 7 clips in a row! Goals:[edit | source editing] Go to Movie Mogul in the Movie Star Career: Complete the Movie Star Career. Reward: Movie Star Career Temple Gnome Get to Death Ray Inventor in the Mad Scientist Career: Complete the Mad Scientist Career. Reward: Mad Scientist Career Temple
Gnome Get to Mob Boss in the Gangster Career: Complete the Gangster Career. Reward: Gangster Career Temple Gnome Get to Super Model in the Fashion Victim Career: Complete the Fashion Victim Career. Reward: Fashion Victim Career Temple Gnome Get to War Minister in the Paramilitary Career: Complete
the Paramilitary Career. Reward: Paramilitary Career Temple Gnome Get to Full Time Freak in the Counter Culture Career: Complete the Counter Culture Career. Reward: Counter Culture Temple Gnome Get to Living Legend in the Jock Career: Complete the Jock Career. Reward: Jock Career Temple Gnome Getting
married: You have to get married here. Invite your loved one, feed them, kiss them and ask the question. Reward: SpritzenFunken. Raise a Baby to a Child: OK, to achieve this goal, start kissing your spouse, doing romantic interactions with them, etc. Then a question must appear about the will of having a baby. If the
couple is same sex, wait for a phone call asking you if you want to take a seat. Then take care of the child. To do that, stay close to the child, and when it cries, enter the following order Feed, Sing, Sing, because Play only increases your Fun motif. In 3 simulated days, the baby will be a child. Definitely do this here, you
have plenty of room. Reward: SchellMeister. Show off your fortune: upgrade the mansion: If you have easy heart attacks, don't read this. You've been warned. The last upgrade is, read the warning, § 20,000! And they won't be refunded! So be careful about how much you've spent, as it's a big upgrade! Reward: Limo
Ultimo. Send your child to Prep School with Straight A's: You send them to a school for the gifted and never see them again! Make sure your kids are studying all the time. Reward: Diavolo GT 1000. Finish all 7 careers to see your dreams come true Complete all careers. Only then will you be able to see Malcolm suffer in
all 7 clips in in row and an eighth special clip as well. Enjoy! Reward: Career temple. This tutorial was a Featured Game guide in February 2012. The layout and content is an example of excellence on The Sims Wiki. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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